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by Will Lockwood

isten into the conversation about the future of pharmacy these days, and you are almost certain to hear talk about adherence. Getting patients to follow prescribed therapies properly and consistently is a challenge, but one that rewards effort with real
benefits. Pharmacists are ideally positioned to help manage adherence, and they have
an increasingly wide array of technology available to them to do so. In this story,
six pharmacies provide examples of how they are using different adherence programs to improve
outcomes and derive more value for the healthcare system. story begins on page 19
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“QS/1 makes me look like a

hero to my customers.”
– Charlie Fanaras, RPh

“

QS/1 gives us and our customers confidence. We can provide answers to
questions quickly and easily with the comprehensive reporting, without making
customers wait. New employees learn the systems easily, so they get up and
running faster. The integration makes things so much more efficient, and they
have enabled us to do a few things no one else in the state is doing. Lastly,

”

their remote backups have saved us on more than one occasion.

Learn how QS/1 products and services can help you be a hero. Call
1.800.231.7776 or visit www.qs1.com today.
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Building for the Future

F

rom my vantage point I see more partnerships being formed
among the various technology companies. This is good, because
it adds value to the pharmacy management system, which is
the core system in every community practice, whether independent or
chain.
I say this because most of the news releases we receive deal with new

partnerships being announced. Many are from companies that are reBill
Lockwood cent players in the pharmacy space. This is interesting in itself. It shows

how many niche areas there are where companies can specialize.

This is a healthy trend, as it serves to validate the need to keep innovating. Much of
what is being added will help pharmacies become better equipped to participate in
accountable-care organizations. While a number of interfaces address the business side
of the pharmacy, a number are designed to drive better patient care. The latter strengthens pharmacists’ hand as caregivers.
The cover story in this issue takes a look at what’s being done to increase medication
adherence. This goes right to the point of caregiver. And again we see how specialized
applications, when interfaced with the pharmacy management system, make this
happen.
There is also an interesting article in this issue on how one pharmacy applied a technology solution to keep prescriptions for hospital employees from going to mail order. But
for this to happen, there had to be an interface with the pharmacy management system.
It all seems to circle back to interfaces. One of the most important is the interface with
robotic dispensing systems. This not only increases productivity, but also increases patient safety. Another interface worth noting is with IVR systems. These systems reduce
phone time in the pharmacy and let pharmacists keep their focus when not distracted
by ringing phones. These systems also increase operating efficiency, since refills are
queued up and ready for filling when the pharmacy opens in the morning, or in the
case of an interface with a robotic system, already filled.
In a similar vein, at the recent annual conference of the American Society for
Automation in Pharmacy (ASAP) attendees were told of a new standard the organization developed. This standard uses a Web service to provide bidirectional connectivity
for prescribers and pharmacists directly from the pharmacy management or electronic
health record system to a prescription-monitoring program’s database. I mention this
because with such direct connectivity, there is no need to step out of the workflow to
check on a person suspected of doctor shopping. Facilitating access should increase use
of the data residing at the prescription-monitoring program, and with this should come
a decline in abuse and diversion of controlled substances. You can read more about the
latest ASAP standard in the interview featured in the Industry Watch section of this
issue.
The developments I see taking place are going to strengthen pharmacy’s position over
time as a very relevant player in healthcare delivery. CT
Bill Lockwood, chairman/publisher, can be reached at wal@computertalk.com.

The Leader in Pharmacy Point-of-Sale Innovation
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QS/1 Adds Portability
to Checkout
A new remote checkout system from QS/1 uses a 7-inch
color touch-screen wireless tablet
to provide portability to pharmacy
checkout. “No longer are you tied
to a point-of-sale terminal. The
remote checkout tablet allows staff
to go anywhere to help customers,
whether it is in a pharmacy aisle,
drive-thru window, or the front
door of a customer’s house” says
Tom McLeod, VP of administration
and marketing for the company.
The new unit will allow processing
of credit and FSA cards, capture
signatures for PSE products and
HIPAA, scan barcodes, and print
receipts using an optional portable
printer. Two USB ports, a threetrack magstripe reader, a barcode
scanner, and a battery that will last
for six hours of continuous use are
built into the device.
McLeod reports that hospitals will
find remote checkout valuable. It
allows patients to sign for prescriptions in their room before being
discharged.
He also explains that if you use a
cellular service on the device, you
can use it anywhere you have a
signal.

Mevesi Forms New
Partnerships
Mevesi has announced that it has
integrated its business intelligence
solution with QS/1’s pharmacy
6
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management system. With this integration QS/1 users will have access
to enhanced analysis of their data in
an easy-to-understand format.
In addition to QS/1, the company
announced an interface to KeyCentrix’s flexTRAX point-of-sale system
with the Mevesi POS reporting,
analytics, dashboards, and charts of
a pharmacy’s point-of-sale data.
Other recent partnerships announced include an agreement with
the EPIC Pharmacies buying group
and with PPSC, one of the nation’s
oldest and largest pharmacy service
firms.

PrescribeWellness
Helps Reduce Hospital
Readmissions
The Medicare Payment
Advisory Commission findings
indicate that 19% of patients are
readmitted within 30 days, with
two-thirds of these readmissions
related to drug interactions.
PrescribeWellness has released its
Transitional Care Intervention
(TCI) solution to improve followup care and reduce readmissions.
The TCI platform, leveraging the
latest Web 2.0 tools, automates the
delivery of educational and motivational information based on a
patient’s diagnosis, condition, and
risk factors. It includes built-in reminders for appointments and medication adherence in the patient’s
language and channel of choice.
Real-time reporting allows providers to quickly identify patients who
need more-intensive support.

The initial release includes content
developed by medical professionals to address patients who suffered
heart failure, a heart attack, pneumonia, and chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease.

Rite Aid to Deliver
Immunization
Records Through
Surescripts
All of the more than 4,600 Rite
Aid pharmacies will now be able to
send notification of a patient’s immunizations to the patient’s healthcare provider through Surescripts,
either electronically or via fax or
mail. Timely notifications will give
healthcare providers a more complete patient history that can lead to
improved outcomes through better
coordination of care.
In the near future Rite Aid pharmacies will also be able to use the
Surescripts network to send immunization reports to state and regional
public-health registries.

McKesson Addresses
Medication Adherence
Physicians Interactive and
McKesson Patient Relations Solutions are collaborating to support
Physician Interactive’s eCoupon
platform. eCoupon is one of the
first automated pharmaceutical
voucher and coupon distribution
solutions for clinicians who use
electronic health records and eprescribing software.
continued on page 10
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ASAP Breaks New Ground with PMP Connectivity Standard
The American Society for Automation in
Pharmacy (ASAP) recently announced
a Web service standard to facilitate
provider connectivity with prescriptionmonitoring programs (PMPs). Tim
Hutchison, who is concluding his twoyear term as president of the organization, was the driver behind the development of this standard. Tim is also the
Tim
CEO of SoftWriters. Here he talks with
Hutchison
ComputerTalk Publisher Bill Lockwood
about the purpose and design of the new standard.
CT: What led to the development of this
new ASAP standard?
Hutchison: Feedback from pharmacists and other
care providers told us that they would prefer to be
able to get information on persons of interest from
within their existing systems, rather than interrupt
their workflow to log into another application, like a
PMP’s website. The design of this Web service standard allows system vendors to send queries directly
to the PMP and display the results to the user in a
way that does not interrupt their workflow. It is our
belief that this convenience will promote greater use
and have a positive impact on the reduction in diversion and abuse of controlled substances.
Also, by adding the ability for alerts to be communicated from the PMP to the providers systems on a
periodic basis, we have succeeded in making it more
convenient, timely, and cost-effective for the PMP to
alert providers when an individual reaches a state’s
threshold for an alert.
CT: That’s an important goal. Explain how
it can be used.
Hutchison: The standard provides for two different models that address different problems, an ad
hoc model and an automated, polled model.
The ad hoc model is intended to be used at the
point of care. From within the pharmacy or EHR
system, a query can be sent from the provider’s
system to the PMP. This query includes specifics that
identify the person in question. The PMP searches
their database for a match, and returns the results
to the provider’s system. Optionally, the PMP can
also return a “pick list” of possible matches and a
weighting factor that indicates the PMP’s confidence
that an individual is, indeed, the proper match. The
provider, after selecting a person from the list, can
immediately send a second request to obtain details
on that person.
8
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The intent of the automated, polled model is to

replace the current practice of using email, fax, or
regular mail to send alerts from the PMP to the care
providers. Now, on a periodic basis, typically daily,
the provider’s system can poll the PMP for any alerts
that need to be presented. Any alerts received when
the poll is sent can be presented within the pharmacy or EHR system.
CT: Why a Web service approach?
Hutchison: Web services are very popular for
developing this type of API. Their self-documenting
nature makes the learning curve for implementation short. Also, because there is relatively little
programming required to implement a Web service,
we help to ensure that the development expense required for implementation is minimized. This is critical in ensuring that this Web service will be adopted
and implemented as quickly as possible.
CT: Who participated in the
development?
Hutchison: A workgroup was formed for this
effort. We were fortunate to have representation
from all of the stakeholders in this workgroup.
Approximately 25 workgroup members represented
a number of PMPs, system vendors, and pharmacy
providers, including representatives from major drug
chains, institutional, and independents.
CT: Anything else you would like to add?
Hutchison: Yes. In an appendix to the standard,
we have included source code for example programs
that demonstrate how to implement this standard.
Two example programs exist. One shows how the
PMP would build the Web service. The second
shows how a system vendor would send a query to
a Web service and handle the response. This should
help facilitate the adoption of this standard. We
already have strong commitments from PMPs and
system vendors to do so.
This, in addition to the ASAP standard required
in every state for reporting controlled substances
dispensed, the Zero Report standard, and the Error
Report standard, completes an entire solution for
the reporting and use of this important information.
CT: Where can our readers find the
new standard?
Hutchison: ASAP provides the standard on our
website at www.asapnet.org, where it can be ordered by system vendors. ASAP makes this standard
available to the state PMPs at no charge.

“You can handle so many different
scenarios with just one system.”
– Chuck Gordon

“

We have so many different environments, it could be a nightmare
to manage. But QS/1 systems are so customizable, they can be easily
tweaked for different situations. More important, QS/1 stays ahead of
our needs. We know they will be ready with any regulatory changes in the

”

industry well before we need them.

Learn how QS/1 products and services can make your job easier. Call
1.800.231.7776 or visit www.qs1.com today.

©2013, J M SMITH CORPORATION. QS/1, NRx, and PrimeCare are registered trademarks and MSM is a trademark of the J M Smith Corporation.
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continued from page 6

The collaboration between the two
companies creates the opportunity
to increase healthcare provider
access to Web- and mobile-based
patient adherence and support
programs.
The impact of coupons and vouchers at the point of care has been
reinforced by industry research,
including a recent physician survey
by McKesson that found that
70% of physicians emphasize the
importance of sharing medication
discounts at the point of prescribing as a way to promote patient
adherence.

Colorado Joins NABP’s
PMP InterConnect
The Colorado prescriptionmonitoring program has signed
a memorandum of understanding with NABP to participate in
the PMP InterConnect program.
InterConnect facilitates sharing of
data between state prescriptionmonitoring programs. This sharing
is a key element for early detection,
intervention, and prevention of
substance abuse and diversion of
controlled substances.
Colorado joins 10 other states

ConneCt
to YoUR

CUStoMeRS.
Offering your pharmacy customers the convenience
of telephone, web and mobile communication in order
for them to connect to your pharmacy 24/7 is the
21st Century way of doing business. And - providing
these conveniences increases customer loyalty.
Robust Inbound IVR
• Intelligent Outbound Messaging
Call • Text • Email • Mobile Apps
• Reminders, Awareness and
Encouragement Messages
•

Your customers are
waiting to hear from you!
Powered by

800.325.2017 • www.voicetechinc.com
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currently sharing data. Since the
launch of InterConnect, 800,000
requests have been processed at
an average of 5.5 seconds. NABP
anticipates that more than 25
states will either be connected or
working toward connection in
early 2013.

ScriptPro an Award
Winner Again
For the second year in a row,
the healthcare IT research firm
KLAS has awarded ScriptPro’s
technology as the best in class.
The KLAS 2012 annual report
found that ScriptPro customers
ranked its SP Central Pharmacy
Management System number one
in the category of software solutions for retail pharmacy.

Emporos Adds New
Loyalty Program
Through an arrangement with
Pharmacists Online, a division
of Living Naturally, Emporos has
integrated the RxLoyalty Genius
program with its MerchantSoft
point-of-sale system.
The RxLoyalty program from
Pharmacists Online offers automated functions of a loyalty
program, with the added functionality of the promotional
and marketing tools to compete
with chains and big-box pharmacies. CT

feature

Winning Back Business

Remote Control
by John Becker
How a small but progressive pharmacy chain in Pennsylvania used remote dispensing technology to gain dozens of new customers and hundreds of new prescriptions per month —
without hiring additional staff.

I

f a vending machine and an ATM met in pharmacy
school, fell in love, and decided to start a family,
what would their kids look like? Like ScriptCenter,
of course.

The ScriptCenter, manufactured by Asteres, is indeed
a sort of vending machine for prescriptions, and it
turned out to be a key part of Kopp Drug’s strategy to
win back a big chunk of its community business that
was going to mail order. Here’s how it happened.

The Opportunity and the Challenge
Kopp Drug is a nine-store chain based in Altoona, Pa.
For the most part, business was good at the chain in
the summer of 2011. But like most pharmacy owners, Kopp’s Morley Cohn was increasingly concerned
about prescriptions he was disadvantaged to compete
for, as insurance companies offered price incentives for
customers to use mail order. Cohn decided it was time
to fight back.
Cohn leveraged the personal relationship he had with
the administration at Altoona Regional Hospital —
and the hospital’s own desire to direct as much plan
volume as possible to local pharmacies — to get the
hospital’s new insurance provider, Express Scripts, to
make a major concession. They agreed to allow two of
Kopp’s stores — one across the street from the hospital,
the other a short drive away — to provide 90-day fills

for hospital employees at the same price as mail order
(only charging a two-month co-pay) effective Jan. 1,
2012.
Cohn first considered promoting the new arrangement
as a way for patients to not only get better pricing, but
to also receive all the benefits in-store shopping offers
that mail order doesn’t — like being able to talk faceto-face with a pharmacist, having immediate access to
medications, and shopping for OTC items.
But with the hospital having over 6,000 employees,
Cohn began to worry about how the volume increase
— which he expected to be considerable — would
impact operations at the two stores. Would he have
to hire more staff so as not to sacrifice Kopp’s goal
of providing the best possible customer service? Did
their existing pharmacy management system have the
“horsepower” necessary to take their business to this
next level? Cohn knew he needed to find answers to
these questions quickly.

Finding the Right Solution
Kopp employee Debbie Summers heads up IT at the
chain. She says their first decision was to switch over
to HBS’s RxGENESYS PMS platform, installing the
system chain-wide in the fall of 2011.
continued on next page
January/February 2013
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“We were already thinking about changing systems,”
Summers says. “We wanted to partner with a more
customer-focused vendor, one more supportive of our
need to interface to external systems.”
Kopp uses robots in its higher-volume stores, so Cohn
knew he needed to consider automation as an alternative to hiring more staff to handle the expected volume
increase. He’d seen an ATM-like machine that dispensed prescriptions at a trade show and knew it was
something they had to take a look at.
Think of the ScriptCenter as a self-serve pharmacy
will-call area in a large, secure box. Inside is capacity
for up to 560 orders (with the MX model), all stored
in small bags or plastic containers. The machine can
hold both prescriptions and OTC items. Using a touch
screen, customers log onto the system with an ID and
password to retrieve prescriptions, or simply search
for OTC items by name or category. Product is delivered through a drawer on the front of the machine,
and customers pay using a credit, debit, or FSA card.
Customers can also drop off hard-copy prescriptions or
vials to be refilled. All customer pickups and drop-offs
are recorded with a photo and signature-captured for
added security.
Cohn immediately saw the win-win potential of placing a ScriptCenter in the hospital lobby. Employees
would get their medication almost immediately, instead
of waiting up to two weeks, and they’d also enjoy the
convenience of being able to pick up their prescriptions where they work. In exchange, Kopp could avoid
the potentially crushing labor impact of so many new
patients coming to the store with their scripts.

Site Visit
In September 2011, Sharon Zelem, who manages the
Kopp store near the hospital that was to have responsibility for servicing the ScriptCenter, did a site visit in
York, Pa., to see one of the Asteres machines in operation. The Asteres machine was in the hospital lobby,
but next to a small retail pharmacy, a different arrangement from what Kopp would install. Zelem found
the machine larger than she had anticipated, but very
professional looking. She was impressed that customers
seemed very comfortable using it.
“At first I thought I’d have to spend a lot of my own
time working with the machine,” Zelem says, “but
after the site visit I realized a technician would be
more than capable of servicing it. The fact that Asteres
12
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Debbie Summers and Sharon Zelem with the ScriptCenter
in the hospital lobby. During a site visit, Zelem was
impressed by the machine’s professional appearance.

provides 24/7/365 customer support, and that they
can remotely access the machine over a secure Internet
connection for troubleshooting, eased my mind even
more.”
Hospital representatives went on the site visit, too, so
they could get a feel for the technology. Zelem says
both parties came away favorably impressed and that
no other vendors of similar technology were considered
before the decision was made in late 2011 to go with
the ScriptCenter.

Implementation
The ScriptCenter machine was quickly and easily
installed in the hospital lobby adjacent to the main
information desk in January 2012. The machine was
placed in front of the doorway to an existing small
office that could also be accessed through a separate
doorway off an interior hallway, which was important,
since the machine can be accessed either from the front
or the back and gives Kopp staff a private area where
they can perform maintenance.
“The Asteres technician handled most of the physical
installation, and their trainers stayed on-site for close
to a week to make sure our staff knew how to use the
technology and also to help encourage employees to
enroll,” Summers says.
Next, HBS and Asteres worked jointly to develop a
ScriptCenter interface, something Summers says both

feature
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companies were very willing to do. After beginning the
project in late 2011, though, it was soon obvious the
interface wouldn’t be ready when the program was to
go live on Jan. 1, 2012. As work continued on the interface, Kopp and the hospital implemented an interim
solution, placing a desk next to the ScriptCenter and
staffing it for prescription pickup and drop-off.
“It wasn’t ideal but it worked, and this is the way we
did business until early March, when the interface was
available and we actually began to use the ScriptCenter,” Zelem says.
One of the first operational questions Zelem had to
answer was how often the machine would be serviced.
At first, when there was a Kopp location across the
street, Zelem’s staff serviced the machine four times a
day, each time loading prescriptions to be picked up
and picking up ones that had been dropped off. Servicing the machine this often became impractical, though,
when the store across the street was closed and consolidated into a location almost a mile away. Now, Zelem’s
staff services the machine once a day in the afternoon.
Additional trips are made if necessary, but Zelem says
that’s not often.

The Kopp Express location that services the ScriptCenter
is about a mile away. The staff has developed a routine for
a daily delivery that works so smoothly, the only real snag
is when the driver can’t find a parking spot at the hospital
location.

“Servicing the machine once a day works out well,”
says Zelem. “We tell employees any request we receive
today will be in the ScriptCenter for pickup by 3 p.m.
tomorrow — assuming we don’t run out of stock that
day. In actual practice, any refill request we receive by
continued on next page

Complete Front-End Pharmacy Automation and On-the-Go Business Management
www.ecrs.com • 1.800.211.1172
F O L LO W U S
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Rx System Integration • Supplier Integration • PSE Tracking • IIAS
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early afternoon is usually included in that day’s run.”

Employee Enrollment and Refills
Enrollment is easy and done right at the machine, using
the employee’s existing 5-digit hospital ID number.
Employees can add spouses and dependent family
members by adding a letter to their ID number. Employees must have a recent, valid prescription on file to
complete enrollment.
“For the most part, employees use our IVR system to
place orders,” Zelem says.
If a caller opts to, the refill is flagged for inclusion in
that day’s run to fill the ScriptCenter. Employees can
also leave hard-copy prescriptions or empty vials in a
secure drop-off at the ScriptCenter.

In-Store Processing and
Loading the ScriptCenter
Zelem says prescriptions destined for the ScriptCenter
are for the most part filled in the pharmacy as usual.
“The only additional step,” Zelem says, “is the process
of using barcodes to link scripts to the container they’re
placed in. We do this from a workstation in the pharmacy equipped with a barcode scanner.”
There are two sizes of bags for small to medium-sized
orders and a “clamshell” container that looks like something you’d get a take-out salad in for bulky products or
larger orders (think inhalers or multiple packs of birth
control pills). The barcode on the script is scanned first,
then the one on the container. The items are placed
in the container, which is then sealed by breaking off
a small plastic tab. After the orders are linked, they’re
ready to be placed in the ScriptCenter.
“It’s easy to add and link orders at the pharmacy,”
Zelem says. “We use a colored bin system to indicate
which customers are waiting, which scripts are to be
delivered, etc., and we just added a new color bin for
the scripts that go to the hospital. There’s virtually no
impact on pharmacy workflow.”
When an order is scanned and placed inside the ScriptCenter, the machine remembers where it’s stored so it
can be retrieved for patient pickup. The machine’s intelligent enough to group multiple orders for the same
patient together, reducing employee wait time.
There are some limitations as to the type and size of
14
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Sharon Zelem shows
how to load the machine
from the front. At right the
clamshell container that
holds bulky products or
large orders.

items that can be put into the ScriptCenter. Basically,
the item has to fit inside either the bag or the clamshell,
so that excludes certain large items like colonoscopy
prep kits. Also, the ScriptCenter isn’t refrigerated, so
items like insulin can’t be safely stored. Employees are
informed of these limitations during enrollment.
Zelem says it takes 15 to 20 minutes round-trip for
someone to do the daily loading and unloading of the
machine.

Security
Summers says that both the in-store application and the
ScriptCenter machine itself feature tight security.
“User name and password are required for any processing on the in-store workstation,” Summers says, “and
the ScriptCenter can only be opened for maintenance
after a successful biometric fingerprint scan.”
Also, Kopp’s ScriptCenter can only be accessed during
business hours and cannot be accessed at all until the
pharmacist in charge at the store logs on in the morning, enabling access for the staff for the rest of the day.

Employee Response
Summers says there was some hospital employee resis-
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tance initially to enrolling in the new program.

and print coupons.

“I think the newness of the technology had something
to do with it,” Summers says. “Let’s face it — how
many people have ever gotten their prescriptions from a
vending machine?”

“We gave out a coupon a while back offering $5 off an
OTC purchase the next time they brought a script into
the store,” Zelem says. “It printed right at the bottom
of the receipt and was very nice. I know I saw several of
those coupons during the days of the promotion, but
I’m not sure just exactly how effective the promotion
was.”

Kopp and Asteres held a series of open houses to explain program benefits to employees.
“They could see and touch the machine, ask questions,
and get enrollment assistance,” Summers says. “Each
time an open house was held, a few more employees
signed up.”
As more and more employees started using the service,
word of mouth increased the enrollment rate even
more. Today more than 250 hospital employees are getting their plan refills from Kopp.
“Since we closed a nearby store at about the same time
as we implemented the new program,” Zelem says, “it’s
difficult to know how much of the volume growth over
last year can be attributed to one factor or the other.
Before we closed the store and went live at the hospital,
we were lucky if we did a hundred scripts a day here.
Now, we usually do around 250 a day, and the volume’s
still growing.”

Inventory Management is Key
When asked about any unanticipated problems with
the new technology, Zelem says that managing inventory has become a bit more challenging because of all
the 90-day supplies they’re filling.
“Given the high cost of some medications,” Zelem says,
“it’s a balancing act to have enough product on hand to
fill all the 90-day supplies, without tying up too much
money in costly inventory that just sits on the shelf.”
“You can’t put partial fills into the machine” Zelem
says, “so if we don’t have enough inventory on hand to
complete all our 90-day fills, a patient may have to wait
until the following day to get their refill, unless we can
get the product from a nearby store.”
One workflow enhancement that has eased this problem is the implementation of perpetual inventory
control and automatic ordering. Now that they’re live
on both, Zelem says things are a bit easier.

Additional Functionality

The ScriptCenter can accommodate both prescription and OTC items, but Kopp currently only uses the
ScriptCenter for prescriptions.
“It’s a neat feature,” Zelem says, “but there’s a gift shop
in the hospital lobby, so we’re unsure just how much
that feature would be used in our case. We also want
to make sure we have all the ‘bugs’ worked out with
the prescription side of things before thinking seriously
about OTCs.”

Final Thoughts
Zelem says she’s very satisfied with their new remote
dispensing technology and the manufacturer’s support.
“It’s exciting to work with this technology,” Zelem says,
“because it addresses a unique need and it’s something
very few others are doing. Most people have never seen
a machine like the ScriptCenter before, and it’s fun to
see people’s eyes open up to a whole new way of delivering prescriptions. The sales and support staff from
Asteres have been fantastic, and I think that’s a big part
of why we’ve been successful.”
One piece of advice from Zelem to peers considering
the same technology is that it takes a little extra effort to
have the machine in a location without a pharmacy. In
Kopp’s case, this couldn’t be avoided, she notes.
“Overall,” Zelem says, “I’d give the technology a big
thumbs-up and encourage anyone to consider it for a
similar application. We love to have customers come
visit us in the store, but we also understand the convenience remote dispensing allows. It’s just another way to
provide good service to our customers, and if we’ve met
that goal, we’ve been successful.” CT
After spending over 20 years as a sales and
marketing professional in the pharmacy automation industry, John Becker is now a freelance writer and consultant based in Atlanta.
He can be reached at jnbecker@me.com.

In addition to vending prescriptions, the ScriptCenter
can also conduct short customer marketing surveys
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Moving Toward Clinical
Collaboration
by Jeff Felton
Expanded collaboration solutions will take retail pharmacy practice to the next level

A

s our nation’s healthcare system undergoes
significant change, retail pharmacies — wellpositioned for an increased role in primary
patient care — are examining clinical interoperability and
collaboration options for developing advancements in
care. The principles of the Pharmacy e-Health Information Technology Collaborative (go to www.pharmacyhit
.org), for example, call for collaboration that leads to an
electronic health record (EHR) in the pharmacy practice.
If pharmacy is going to be an integral part of a developing,
interconnected healthcare environment and be prepared
for new clinical roles, it must look beyond automation of
traditional processes like prescription filling and toward
secure, two-way messaging and interactive connectivity that gives the pharmacy the capability to both view
and populate the patient’s community health record.
As most of the great variety of clinical systems are created for nonpharmacy providers, it won’t be practical to
expect pharmacy information systems vendors to develop
direct interfaces in all cases. Instead, pharmacies will need
to choose a partner with significant expertise in health
information exchange, as well as pharmacy workflow and
revenue cycles.
The value of this approach cannot be weighed on a “fee
per transaction” scale. While implementing these solutions
requires a capital outlay, the expense is more than offset by
16
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the new opportunities they present the retail pharmacist.
Expanding the pharmacy’s reach opens opportunities to
provide services and increase revenue that were previously
unavailable, and allows for the redirection of staff resources from administrative duties to patient care by automating previously manual transactions.
The goals are simple: These pharmacies seek to create an
outstanding patient experience and increase patient adherence for improved outcomes, without increased expenses
or margin compression.

A Unique Opportunity
A convergence of developments is creating unique opportunity for retail pharmacies. For example, it’s commonly
agreed that the shortage of primary-care providers will
grow just as reform gives more patients access to primary
care. In many places, pharmacies are already jumping in
to fill that role. In fact, information from the American
Pharmacists Association, accessible at www.pharmacist
.com/medication-therapy-management-services, notes
that pharmacists in all 50 states are allowed to administer
immunizations through collaborative practice agreements
with physicians.
Additionally, retail clinics offer price transparency that is
not commonly seen in our current healthcare system (see
“Comparing Costs and Quality of Care at Retail Clin-
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ics With That of Other Medical Settings for 3 Common
Illnesses” at www.annals.org/content/151/5/321.full
.pdf), and quality of care is similar to the care provided in
physician offices and urgent-care centers. Further, retail
pharmacy-based clinics have proven to be a significantly
lower-cost option to augment or enhance care coordination and care delivery (see “Retail & Walk-In Healthcare:
Comparing Costs” at www.healthharbor.com/saving-onretail-healthcare/retail-healthcomparing-costs).
The ubiquity of the community pharmacy means that
the majority of U.S. citizens are within a short walk of
or quick drive to their closest pharmacy. This makes the
pharmacy an attractive, convenient location for primary
care in collaboration with local physicians.

Providing pharmacists a full view of a patient’s community record is critical to the success of the expanded practice.
Having a more complete picture of a patient’s care will
expand the pharmacist’s insight into the patient’s health
status. This will enhance the pharmacist’s patient education efforts and better equip pharmacies for providing
immediate care within the retail environment.
To reach this level, pharmacists should seek cloud-based
solutions developed by business partners who are experts
in pharmacy workflow and health information exchange.
These solutions will allow interoperability and information sharing between systems for pharmacy management,
medication therapy management, and clinical management, and provide pharmacists a more visible role in the
care community without the need for developing direct

As healthcare becomes more acutely focused on quality,
retail pharmacies are uniquely positioned to drive positive outcomes. For example, medications are involved in
more than 80% of all patient treatment plans,
according to a report from the Patient-Centered
Primary Care Collaborative (see “Integrating
Comprehensive Medication Management to Optimize Patient Outcomes” at www.pcpcc.net/files/
medmanagement.pdf), and the pharmacist’s deep
understanding of medication therapy positions
the pharmacist as the expert on medication therapy outcomes. And an April 2009 New England
Rx-Net tm
Journal of Medicine article (see www.nejm.org/
Can Help
doi/full/10.1056/NEJMsa0803563) points out
that nonadherence to medications is responsible

for 33% to 69% of medication-related hospital

readmission, suggesting that deep pharmacist involvement in post-discharge medication therapy
management may help reduce readmissions.

Combine these dynamics with industry evolution
toward accountable care, the patient-centered
medical home, and the need for medication
therapy management, and many pharmacies are
moving toward an expanded clinical practice.

Expanding Pharmacy Practice
As pharmacies seek to develop or expand their
clinical practice — for example, providing more
in-depth medication counseling relative to the
dispensing of a medication with an FDA-mandated REMS, or adding immediate-care clinics
to their facilities — they are exploring ways to
document the clinical encounter and collaborate
with other care providers across the community.
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interfaces between a huge array of pharmacy and nonpharmacy information systems.
Equally as important is the valuable information the pharmacy can then provide back to the community record.
When pharmacists begin contributing directly to the patient community health record (the aggregate community
record documenting all care delivered by all providers to a
patient) the role of the pharmacist will be transformed and
elevated. This role expansion will require pharmacies to
technically collaborate through a clinical interoperability
platform that does more than just e-prescribing and email.
Think, for example, of this theoretical patient scenario:
Margaret, a 73-year-old female with diabetes mellitus
and congestive heart failure, presents at her local retail
pharmacy clinic complaining of hip pain. In talking with the patient, the pharmacist discovers that the
patient had fallen earlier that morning, and this event
preceded the pain. The pharmacist reviews Margaret’s
community health record and discovers that Margaret was just discharged from the hospital the previous
Friday, at which time medications were adjusted. The
pharmacist also notes that Margaret’s blood glucose levels
were trending higher than normal. Is one of Margaret’s
new medications — or are her blood glucose levels —
causing dizziness that may have precipitated the fall?
The pharmacist electronically refers Margaret back to
her primary-care physician for further evaluation. The
pharmacy practice, acting collaboratively with the community record, has just had a potentially large impact
on Margaret’s health status.
For this type of scenario to become reality, pharmacies
must choose technologies that:
■ Offer enhanced privacy and security technologies.

The right security and privacy measures, enabled by technologies, processes, and permissions, help make electronically exchanged information more secure than paper.
■ Connect disparate systems. While some technology

standards exist in healthcare, hospitals, physicians, and
other healthcare providers still use a wide variety of clinical
systems that do not easily exchange information. Pharmacies that participate in a health information exchange will
need to choose a platform that allows the exchange of
information without regard to what EHR is employed.
■ Manage a patient’s identity across multiple net-

works. Just as each healthcare provider’s clinical system
may be different, so may that system’s patient identifica18
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tion methodology. Pharmacies that want to be able to share
information with disparate systems will need to pay close
attention to network identity management.
A cross-enterprise master patient index (XMPI) will be key
to ensuring accurate patient identification within an aggregate community record that is accessible through many
different clinical systems.
■ Integrate well with pharmacy workflow. Most clinical

systems have been developed with the traditional physicians’ practice or hospital workflow in mind. Systems
developed for the physicians’ practice should not interfere
with pharmacy workflow — which is unique and distinct
from physician practice workflow. For example, if a pharmacist must leave one system and use a different computer
set up to access another system, the workflow would be
cumbersome and not beneficial to the pharmacist.
■ Expand messaging capabilities. Secure messaging can

be the foundation of enhanced clinical coordination across
provider settings. In addition to provider-to-provider messaging, pharmacies should evaluate systems with robust
provider-patient messaging. This can further grow the
pharmacy-patient relationship — and patient loyalty.
■ Understand the unique pharmacy revenue cycle. Phar-

macy claims and reimbursements differ significantly from
medical claims and reimbursements. Many technologies
can help pharmacies with electronic medical claims. Far
fewer technology partners have expertise in both medical
and pharmacy claims, or understand how to help pharmacies optimize their revenue cycle.
As pharmacy practice expands, pharmacists will need to
think far beyond clinical interoperability. The ability to
automate current processes is only the first step and won’t
get pharmacies to the next level.

Ultimately, pharmacies will need to choose a clinical
collaboration technology partner that can enable true
interactive clinical collaboration and health information exchange while offering expertise in pharmacy workflow and
pharmacy revenue cycle. The right technology partner will
help pharmacists enhance patient care, enhance customer
loyalty, and help improve outcomes. CT
Jeff Felton was named President of RelayHealth
in January 2012. He joined the company in April
2009 and was previously President of Pharmacy
Solutions. He holds a B.A. in Economics and a
B.S. in Biology as well as a M.B.A. from the Kellogg School at Northwestern University.

Growing
Adherence
by Will Lockwood

P

atient medication
adherence is a topic
of conversation pretty
much everywhere you go in
pharmacy these days, and
rightfully so.
Story continued on next page
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There’s ample evidence that lack of adherence is

a major obstacle to optimal outcomes from drug
therapy for chronic conditions and that improved
adherence can have a positive impact not just for patients, but for payers and pharmacies as well. Fortunately, the attention being paid to the issue is leading members of the healthcare community to seek
out solutions, with pharmacists leading the way.

Why Adherence and Why Now?

In a sense, adherence is pretty simple. As Cass

Street Pharmacy’s Scott Mitchell puts it, adherence
means ensuring that patients are getting their medications on a timely basis and taking them when they
are supposed
to. “This
means
having
Scott Mitchell
them be where
Store Manager
their physiCass Street Pharmacy
cians expect
and MedPak
them to be in
Pharmacy
their medicaLa Crosse, Wis.
tion usage,”
he says. And
Retail and closed-door long-term
care pharmacies, both offering com- while everyone
knows that
pliance packaging.
in reality this
is easier said than done, pharmacists are seeing real
opportunity to play a leading role in growing adherence. Justin Wilson sees adherence as front and
center among initiatives across the pharmacy landscape. “It is the one thing that pharmacy has to own
to improve patient care,” he says.

Joe Moose, Pharm.D.
Co-Owner
Moose Pharmacy
North Carolina
Five locations around
Concord, N.C., both in
medical clinics and free
standing. All serve ambulatory patients. Original location was opened
in 1882 by Joe’s great-grandfather.
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The whole
benefit of
adherence,
according to
Joe Moose, is
that it brings
value to the
healthcare system. “It’s not
just about an
asthma inhaler

now.” explains Moose. “That inhaler has to give the
patient benefits that keeps him out of the ER.” And
when pharmacy is helping to drive it, adherence has
the promise to be an important aspect of the need to
move the profession, as Moose puts it, from volume
driven to value driven. “For years I think that pharmacists have not performed at the top of their degrees,” he says. “We graduate great minds and then
put them in a pharmacy where all they are doing is
checking to make sure an NDC number is correct
and sending the pills out. We’re missing a lot of opportunity here for pharmacists to be a key player in
being able to reduce costs and reduce repeat visits to
the hospital or ER.”

Marketing to Payers, Patients,
and Prescribers

One major component of being successful with

adherence is getting word out about what pharmacy
can do in this area. Joe Moose has been talking
about adherence in his community for 10 years.
“I’ve been going around to physicians, doctor
groups, and payers and saying, ‘Give me your nonadherent patients, the ones that are calling you every
week or are in the ER every two or three months.
Give me those patients and let me manage their
adherence,’” he says. Justin Wilson has been working along the same lines to showcase his adherence
services to both patients and physicians. “We market
all over the place,” he says. “We use social media,
and we pick up patients through that. We have our
LCD screens in our pharmacy that run slideshows
about our program.” The message Wilson looks to
impart is that he and his staff can work together
with patients and prescribers to help coordinate and
simplify medication management, and that there’s a
real benefit across the board.
Phil LaFoy markets the Medicine-On-Time compliance packaging he offers for adherence not just to
long-term care facilities, but to the community for
retail patients as well. “If you walk into our retail
locations, one of the first things you’ll see is a poster
promoting our compliance packaging as an alternative to the standard seven-day pill box,” LaFoy says.
“We also run a quarterly ad about Medicine-OnTime in the newspaper, and we get new patients

growing adherence
every time we do, without fail,” He also reports
hiring a sales rep for his specialty pharmacy business who will spend one day a week in local general
practitioners’ offices talking about the things Blount
Discount Pharmacy does at the retail level, with this
compliance packaging for adherence at the top of
the list. “Our rep has a presentation on compliance
packaging. We’re ready to take this on the road and
market it. And the real selling point is adherence,”
LaFoy says.
Mental health
patients are a
Phil LaFoy, D.Ph.
group that can
Blount Discount
benefit greatly
Pharmacy
from a technology-driven
Maryville, Tenn.
adherence proThree retail operagram, according
tions and a speto John Sykora.
cialty operation. Also
“We see a large
serves long-term care and indepenmental health
dent and assisted living, and offers
population,
compliance packaging to all patients.

John Sykora, R.Ph.
Abrams & Clark
Pharmacy
Long Beach, Calif.

and adherence
here is very important, since
once they get
Community pharto feeling better
macy serving a broad
they often stop
range of patients, including seniors
and a significant mental health
taking their
population.
medications,”
he says. “Then
there’s the danger of being homeless or going to jail
or going back to a mental hospital. So we do a lot of
adherence work for the mental health clinics.”
Education about the role pharmacy can play in adherence has to be ongoing, according to Joe Moose,
because the extent of the problem isn’t always obvious to payers and physicians, despite the data out
there. “Often, when I approach prescribers and paycontinued on next page
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ers about emphasizing value over
volume, about the importance of
pharmacy in adherence and managing conditions, I hear ‘Well, we
think that the patients are getting
the medicine and taking it,’” he
says. “And we have family medicine physician residents who rotate
through our pharmacy to gain a
better understanding of what we
do,” he continues. “The comment
we get from every student is that
they can’t believe that patients
don’t fill all of the prescriptions
that doctors write. They don’t
realize that they don’t get clinical
outcomes because patients don’t
adhere to the medication regimens
that doctors are prescribing.”

time to explain how and when to
take medications. This is something that we’ve really focused on.”
Very often technicians turn out to
be the right people for the dayto-day management of adherence
programs. This is just the case for
Wilson, who reports that he has
a technician as the point person
for Simplify My Meds. “We are
looking at patients taking five or
10 or 15 prescriptions a month
and getting them synchronized to
one day a month for their fills,” he
explains. “And we’re calling them
ahead of this date and looking into
why they aren’t refilling prescriptions, if this turns out to be the
case, and looking for any changes
in therapy.”

Adherence Drivers

So what are these pharmacists

doing to have a real impact on
adherence among their patient
populations? First, there’s no
one answer, according to Justin
Wilson, who is building his adherence efforts around the National
Community Pharmacist Association’s Simplify My Meds program
and the tools within his Computer
-Rx pharmacy system. “As I’ve
looked at what’s out there, I’ve
become convinced that you can’t
look at one adherence tool as the
solution to the problem,” he says.
And when you look at the variety
of elements that lead to success
here, some are technology driven
and some require plain old elbow
grease from pharmacy staff. This is
something that Scott Mitchell has
found to be the case. “First and
foremost, there’s a high level of human touch needed,” says Mitchell.
“You need to have the face-to-face
22
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Justin Wilson, Pharm.D.
Co-Owner
Pharmacist in
Charge

Valu-Med Pharmacy
Midwest City, Okla.
Community pharmacy
adjacent to a clinic with five family
practitioners.
John Sykora also has a technician
in charge, in this case of what he
calls his personal service program.
“This technician is really our
adherence manager, who helps
patients, using personal calls, to
review medication regimens on
a monthly basis,” he says. “She
operates out of a room separate
from the dispensing area and
doesn’t fill any scripts. Her primary
task every day is to make adherence phone calls and to manage
patients’ monthly orders.” In part,

growing adherence
these monthly conversations can serve as one way
to judge adherence. “We know month to month
what the patient uses, and we can compare current
usage to what we expect,” explains Sykora. “If they
received 10 maintenance drugs last month and only
reorder nine, we need to find out what happened to
the tenth. Were they given samples? Was the dose
changed? Are they still taking the medications regularly? Did they discontinue because it was too expensive? Were there side effects?” The technician can
resolve most of these issues. If it is a dosage change
or something else clinical, then the pharmacist is
brought in and clears up the issue before the patient
runs out.

Technology’s Role

All this may sound a little daunting. How do you

find the time and staff to manage these programs?
Up to a point, it’s simply a matter of priorities, but
Scott Mitchell and Cass Street Pharmacy offer an
example of how to leverage the time created by other

technology within the pharmacy, namely dispensing
automation. In this case, Cass Street Pharmacy has
three products from Kirby Lester in use. “We have a
direct interface between our QS/1 pharmacy system
and our KL60 robotics,” explains Mitchell, “which
means drugs in the robot are filled seamlessly.” This
workflow-enhancing technology is further streamlined by KL20 and KL30 devices with combined
counting and verification. It all makes for a very efficient, technician-driven dispensing process, according to Mitchell — one that leaves time for managing
an adherence program that centers on autofill and
synchronization driven by Cass Street Pharmacy’s
QS/1 system.
And what about that technology within the pharmacy system? What do you need to be successful?
Perhaps number one on the list is an easy way to
identify who is not adherent. You can do this the old
fashioned way, with direct questions to patients in
person or over the phone, but that just adds work
continued on next page

You can’t afford not
to count plus verify.
New

KL1Plus

Save time and prevent dispensing errors with
Kirby
y Lester’s
es e s new
e KL1Plus
us
The KL1Plus is all your pharmacy needs to count medications while safeguarding
against errors. We combined the best-selling KL1 tablet counter and streamlined
verification software in one compact, affordable device. Your patients get the right
medication, dosage and quantity every time.

Just need to count? Or count
and verify? It’s your choice with
the KL1 (left) or new KL1Plus

800.641.3961
www.kirbylester.com
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“You’ve been able to

how much they should have
based on the refill date.

to what’s already a complex effort.
Justin Wilson uses a tool in
pull a patient’s history
Or you can look to your pharmacy
his Computer-Rx pharmacy
system to scan the universe of paand look at the fills, but system that’s called an adhertient profiles and return metrics that
ence thermometer. “It tells us
point to patients at risk. “This isn’t
there haven’t typically
in percentage terms if a pasomething we’ve traditionally asked
been
system-driven
flags
tient is adherent by looking at
our pharmacy systems to do,” says
a patient’s fills for a prescripJoe Moose. “You’ve been able to
that identify patients
tion over a given time period,
pull a patient’s history and look at
with
poor
adherence
on
looking at what the day’s
the fills, but there haven’t typically
supply should be, and combeen system-driven flags that idena medication.”
paring that to how early or
tify patients with poor adherence on
– Joe Moose
late they are refilling,” he says.
a medication.” Moose reports that
What this provides is a quick
his PioneerRx pharmacy system has
view that helps Valu-Med’s
two important metrics that key him
pharmacists easily flag patients who are candidates
into adherence issues. One flags patients based on a
metric that measures gaps in therapy — that is, when for the Simplify My Meds adherence program. “If we
patients aren’t filling a medication anymore that they see someone who is at 50% adherence, we can make
sure to talk with them to find out if they are skipping
should be. Moose also points to a measure he uses
doses or if their doctor has changed the therapy,” says
called medication possession ratio, which tells him
how much medication a patient has, compared to
continued on page 26
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Two Point Conversions, Inc.
1800 W. Larchmont #2W Chicago, IL 60613 800-276-4689
First, and still the best.

Innovation. Quality. Trust.

Two Point Conversion’s customized data solutions provide for a
secure, seamless system transition or store acquisition with minimal
disruption, so that you can concentrate on the daily operation of your
business.
Our commitment to personalized service, innovative solutions and a
superior success rate has made us the preeminent conversion company
for over 20 years and 25,000 conversions. Our untouchable industry
leadership ensures that you are partnering with the first and still most
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How many keystrokes does it take you?
To refill a script...to batch fill...or to simply process electronic prescriptions?
Time is money; but you want to make sure that your investment with a
pharmacy management system takes advantage of smart software and
technology to safely and quickly process prescriptions.

(800) 444-1427 l www.HBSRx.com

HBS designed its pharmacy management systems with a variety of
parameter-driven settings that enable you to customize the level of safety
checks during each new and refill prescription—not to mention other products
and unique features that can save you time and money.
Introduce yourself to HBS. Visit us at www.HBSRx.com or call us for additional
info. Because helping you make your pharmacy successful is what we do!

THE SMART CHOICE IN PHARMACY SOFTWARE
Independent

l

Chain

l

Institutional/Nursing Home

l

Mail Order/Central Fill
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if any new drugs were added over the last 30 days.
“This is the starting point,” says Sykora. “Then we
Wilson. “We can at least open a dialogue and work
call the patient and do a review to find out if he’s
on problem solving from there.”
visited the doctor, been in the hospital, received
any new prescriptions we don’t know about, and
other questions. Our goal here is to close the gaps
Sync Programs
of prescriptions that never get handed in to be filled
and those prescriptions that they’ve ceased filling.”
nce you’ve identified patients who should
Then the patient information goes into a healthbenefit from increased adherence, what are the
minder report that feeds a tickler report, which is
next steps? One answer is prescription synchronizain turn the screen that the technician works from
tion. There’s a lot of momentum
while taking action based on
behind sync programs these days,
the review and call. “She can
but Joe Moose is quick to echo
“Our goal here is to
fill from that screen and process
Justin Wilson’s assertion that
refill requests. Then she sends a
close the gaps of
there’s no one answer to adherpacket up to the pharmacy with
ence. “There’s the synchronizaprescriptions that never a cover letter that includes the
tion program and there’s the adfinancial review,” says Sykora.
get handed in to be
herence piece,” says Joe Moose.
“She’ll highlight everything the
“They both need to be in place
filled
and
those
patient is getting. If something
to get value for patients. Putting
isn’t reordered, she’ll circle it and
a patient in your synchronization
prescriptions that
write an explanation. This idenprogram can be very important
tifies the gap therapies that we
they’ve
ceased
filling.”
and can increase the number of
may need to respond to.” Sykora
fills, which makes it look as if the
– John Sykora
makes one more significant
patient is very adherent. But you
point about managing a patient’s
haven’t solved anything if the paprescriptions: His staff is careful
tient isn’t taking the medication.”
to prevent duplicate therapy by making sure that
There are different ways to manage synchronizaany discontinued prescription is deactivated and
tion, but the general idea is to fill all prescriptions
linked to a new prescription replacing it.
for a patient on one day. And there are a variety
It will be worth reviewing how Joe Moose and
of different ways to use pharmacy technology to
Justin Wilson run the synchronization programs at
manage this process, some of which are specifically
their pharmacies, too, if only to see that there’s no
designed for synchronization and some of which are
one way to put this important type of program into
not.
place. “We’re still developing and refining our proJohn Sykora has several tools in his pharmacy
cess,” says Joe Moose. “PioneerRx has done a good
system from QS/1 that help him run his sync projob of building a system that makes synchronization
gram. “We actually started by using an accounting
part of the normal workflow, which is where it has
program that helped us manage patients, but then
to be to be successful.” Key steps that Moose points
thought to ask QS/1 if they had tools in their softto include a method within the pharmacy system to
ware we could use to consolidate our system, which
identify that a patient is enrolled in the synchronithey did. We would have asked earlier, but we didn’t
zation program when he or she comes in with a new
know what the questions were.”
prescription in hand. “We need to know that they
are in the program and what date they are synchroThe first step his adherence technician takes is to
nized to,” he explains. “This lets you know what
print out a financial review that is a record of a padays’ supply to fill for the new prescription to get it
tient’s medications for a 30-day period. This is then
reviewed against the current patient profile to see
continued on page 28
continued from page 24
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Quality care builds healthy communities
That’s why we help retail pharmacists
spend more time with customers.
At Cerner Etreby, we create leading-edge retail pharmacy management
solutions our clients use to build healthy communities — one person at a time.
Through clinical checks, refill reminders, compliance options and medication
therapy management, we’ll help you connect with your customers.
And with our reliable operating system, advanced reporting and other
financial solutions and tools, you’ll improve the health of your business.
Let’s see what we can do — together.

“Since I started using
Cerner Etreby’s financial
reporting, I can compile,
view and analyze my
financial data in just
15 minutes. This affords
me more time for
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Birdsboro, Pa.
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on the sync track.” John Sykora mentioned this as an
important aspect to manage within the pharmacy
system as well, reporting that he himself uses something called group number within the patient record.
“The group number identifies the day of the month
on which patients fill scheduled medications,” he
says. “We then synchronize new prescriptions according to the group number.”
Returning to the process at Moose Pharmacy, Joe
Moose notes that his pharmacy system then provides
a pop-up reminder several days ahead of a patient’s
sync fill date. “That should prompt a call to the patient from the pharmacy to see if there have been any
changes in therapy since the last fill,” he says. “You
don’t want to simply autofill and wait for the patient
to come pick the prescriptions up. You need the reminder, and then you need to be able to manage the
synchronized meds to adjust doses or remove discontinued meds and document what you are doing.”
Finally, Justin Wilson’s program offers an example of
how adherence and sync programs are complementa-

“You don’t want to simply
autofill and wait for the patient
to come pick the prescriptions up.
You need the reminder, and then
you need to be able to manage the
synchronized meds to adjust doses
or remove discontinued meds and
document what you are doing.”
– Joe Moose
ry, but by no means the same thing. You’ll recall that
he’s using an adherence thermometer in his pharmacy
system to identify patients for his adherence and sync
programs. After that, the adherence technician uses
an iPad to do a full med history, asking about any
other pharmacies and about mail order and OTCs.
This goes into a pretty basic spreadsheet on the iPad,
continued on page 30
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which is then used to map out and manage the sync
date for a patient.
“We also use the iPad to help remind us when to
call our patients and when to fill the drugs,” says
Wilson. The technician sets two reminders for each
patient. The first is the call reminder, a week to 10
days before the fill date, to review all the drugs to
fill and make sure there aren’t any changes. Wilson’s
staff then has the time to follow up on any prescriptions, to get the stock in, and to get the prescriptions
filled. The second reminder is set for two days before
the pickup date.
Much like Moose and Sykora, Wilson is also using a
setting in the patient profile that tells his staff both
that a patient is in the sync program and what his fill
date is. This is also the prompt for passing details on
any new prescriptions along to the adherence technician to add to her records within the iPad.

Blount Discount Pharmacy’s Medicine-On-Time
adherence team, from left, Cathy Bush, CPhT; Belinda
Ellis Pharm.D.; and Patricia Cable, CPhT.

The Anchor Drug

One very important question when talking about

synchronizing drugs is how to pick the fill day. You
don’t do so at random, that’s for sure. According to
both Joe Moose and Justin Wilson, what you are
looking for is an anchor drug. “These are ones you
can’t short fill, such as an inhaler,” says Moose. “Or
maybe it is a controlled substance, where you’ll have
to go back to the doctor and get a new prescription
written. And doctors often don’t want to monkey
around with dates on those meds, anyway.” Wilson
recommends considering the most expensive medication in a patient’s regimen as the anchor drug. “So
that way if there are short fills, the co-pays are as low
as possible,” he says.
Joe Moose further suggests taking your overall sync
population into consideration when assigning a
patient to a fill date. “You are going to want to make
sure you can spread the patients out over the month”
he says. “When you start out you may have all your
sync patients on one day, but as you grow you need
to balance them out so you can smooth your staffing
based on the anticipated workload and you can plan
your inventory efficiently.”

Packaging and Adherence

Phil LaFoy’s Medicine-On-Time compliance packaging, which he’s been offering for over six years,

continued on page 32
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Terry Bottorff, R.Ph.

is another important adherence tool. “We have an
adherence program that we run at the retail level
where we look for multiple medication and multiple disease patients, and we assign a tech to them
who touches base with the patients once or twice a
month,” he says. “If we continue to see consistent
issues with adherence, we can then talk to them about
the Medicine-On-Time program.” LaFoy reports that
compliance packaging is an important next step in ad-

The Druggist
Huntington Beach, Calif.
Community pharmacy serving a diverse
cross-section of populations within the
community and nearby Costa Mesa.

herence for many patients, and particularly important
for one of his pharmacy’s key populations in independent living. “We have adults who are getting older
and starting to struggle with multiple
medications, and they want to maintain as much independence as possible,” he explains. LaFoy points to
a number of elements in MedicineOn-Time that help with adherence.
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affect adherence and that many pharmacies are going to
have at their disposal in some form or another — communications via outbound calling, text, and email to
help remind patients to refill and pick up prescriptions.
Prescription pickup reminders are particularly complementary to all the work that many pharmacies are putting into managing, syncing, and even packaging to
promote adherence. Justin Wilson, for example, points
out that he can send an email or a text message to patients that their prescriptions are ready to pick up right
from his Computer-Rx system.
Terry Bottorff is also a proponent of reaching out to
patients to improve adherence. “As a businessman and
pharmacist, I have seen opportunity for a long time
when I look at the data on the rate at which prescriptions aren’t filled and aren’t picked up,” he says. “We
have the patient, and they already have the prescription.
Instead of going out and trying to acquire new business,
we can focus on the patients we already have and work

“As a businessman and pharmacist, I have seen opportunity for
a long time when I look at the
data on the rate at which
prescriptions aren’t filled and
aren’t picked up.”
– Terry Bottorff
on improving their health by getting them to follow the therapies their doctors have prescribed.”
Bottorff is doing this in two ways. First, he’s a longtime user of TeleManager Technologies’ outbound
calling feature. “We run the refill reminders twice
a week for refills due within four days,” explains
Bottorff. To do this, he creates a report in his
McKesson Pharmaserv software of who’s due, and
then builds the outbound calling file to import into
TeleManager. “It’s labor intensive,” he says, “but we
get a great return on the effort. People respond to
the calls by refilling their prescriptions.”
Bottorff has also recently added a new offering
from McKesson called Script Alert, which allows
for text messaging and provides an app for patients
to download. “We started with texting for refill
reminders about six months ago, when McKesson first introduced it,” he says. “My thought
is that you have to embrace mobile technology.
Younger customers in particular often do almost
everything on their phones.” Bottorff reports excellent feedback from those opting to receive the
texts. Right now he reports that this group skews
toward younger women, but that he’s also seeing
people in the business world interested, since they
are accustomed to using their phones for everyday
tasks. Bottorff has also just started offering the
Script Alert mobile app, which lets the patients
themselves control the features they want to use.
“They can choose either refill or pickup reminders,
or both,” he says. “They can choose the notification method: text, email, phone call. They can
opt into autofill. And since they are opting into
receiving the message by downloading the app, this
means that we can safely include more detail in the
message, such as the specific drug we’re reminding
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them to refill. This is really brand-new for us, but it’s
a very exciting tool to have.”

Patients Seeing Value

Pharmacists are seeing real enthusiasm

from patients in response to these efforts
to drive adherence. The proof is that,
while adherence activities are not generally reimbursed by payers, patients see
enough direct benefit that they’ll pay cash
to participate in a program. “I think patients who enroll in Simplify My Meds do
so because they see it as a convenience,”
says Justin Wilson. “But we are also
charging a fee for setup to cover our time
to enroll them.”

their patients over to the pharmacy multiple
times a week, and we’re going to be able to
set
up all their patients in Simplify My Meds to get
the visits from the home down to twice a month.”
This is a great example of how a good sync program
benefits not just patients,
but the caregivers, too. And
“I’m working hard to
when you then consider
this within the context of a
be paid for what we
broader adherence program,
do — if we take care
it’s easy to see the positive impact compounding
of these people, then
rapidly. “This has been an
the rest will take care
eye-opener for me, and
we’re going to refocus our
of itself.”
marketing to look for more
– Phil LaFoy
opportunities like this,” says
Wilson

Further proof that patients see value in
adherence offerings comes from Phil LaFoy, who is
able to charge patients for the Medicine-On-Time
compliance packaging he offers at retail. “It’s a fee
we charge monthly for dispensing and packaging
prescriptions for our patients,” he says. “We came up
with a number that reflects the cost of the packaging
materials and the cost of the technician. We break it
down so that it’s a certain cost per prescription for up
to five prescriptions, and after that it’s flat. The fee
covers our costs, and the service improves our overall
book of business and the care our patients are getting.
Medicine-On-Time is one of the keys that make us the
pharmacy people choose.”

Looking to the Future

So where do these pharmacists see this already sub-

stantial trend going next? Phil LaFoy sees applying
compliance packaging as part of an adherence program
to new populations. “Compliance packaging for assisted living is going to boom,” he says. “There’s going
to be an effort to keep people out of skilled care for as
long as possible because of the cost. I think we are also
going to see more effort in keeping people at home
for as long as possible, and cost once again will drive
that.” These are the patients that LaFoy is looking to
identify at his retail store. As a matter of fact, Justin
Wilson reports seeing adherence as the impetus for
opportunity in much the same direction. “We recently
picked up a group home that is very interested in our
sync program,” he says. “They were tired of bringing

Winners All

Something that becomes clear about adherence

efforts is that, when done right, they can provide
benefits across the healthcare spectrum. “Everyone is a
winner with adherence programs,” says John Sykora.
“They are good for the patient, for the pharmacy, for
the payer, and for reducing healthcare costs related
to treatment failures.” Joe Moose agrees, and sees the
trend of paying for value growing. As he notes, Medicare is beginning to base physician reimbursement on
the ability to keep patients out of the hospital. “Physicians are looking to everyone out there to help them
do that,” he says. And as usual, pharmacy is clearly
making the investment and building the programs,
and those putting in the effort are reaping rewards.
Of course, it would be nice if pharmacy gained more
from adherence efforts than setup fees and higher
prescription volumes, notes Phil LaFoy. “It would be
great to be reimbursed by payers for adherence programs,” he says “But as far as I’m concerned — and
don’t misinterpret, I’m working hard to be paid for
what we do — if we take care of these people, then
the rest will take care of itself.” CT
Will Lockwood is senior editor at
ComputerTalk. He can be reached at
will@computertalk.com.
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It’s a New Year
013 is here. It’s going to be interesting. While I am
2
tempted to pontificate about bigger issues (gun control,

the debt ceiling, taxes, terrorism, etc.), I will try to limit
it to thoughts about the pharmacy world and the computer systems that are such a big part of that world.
The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (aka
Obamacare, PPACA, ACA) will have huge impacts. It
will affect what each of us does in 2013. It is a massive
document that is now law, having survived a Supreme
Court challenge.
That massive document does not contain all of the
details that must be specified during implementation, however. The old saying that “The devil is in the
details” is sure to be proven true. The details will be
difficult to formulate. Some folks are going to write
details that are impossible to implement, others will
write details that are stupid. Thankfully, most of the details will be written by smart people who are dedicated
to making it all work. I say that because I know from
working with people who occupy these positions that
most of them are smart, hardworking people who are
knowledgeable about what they are working on.
However, all of the details proposed will need to be
carefully evaluated by the people who have to make
them work. The financial impacts, as well as the opera36
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Pennebaker, Pharm.D.

tional impacts, will need examination. That is where
you come in.
My New Year’s resolution is to download and read
(with occasional scanning) the entire PPACA. I strongly suggest that you do the same. Each of us needs to
read it with our own concerns and interests in mind.
Make notes. Be able to cite the specific section that
you find interesting or problematic. We are the experts
in many of the elements of the PPACA. We need to
exercise that expertise.
Do not assume that “George” will take care of any
problems. I know George, and he does not know everything — no matter how hard he tries.
Then, write! If you see a problem, write it down —
clearly and concisely. Then write your solution to the
problem. Then have someone else read what you wrote.
If it still makes sense, share it with others and send it
to HHS. Do not just complain over a cup of coffee.
Nothing gets fixed that way. Work with your peers and
your professional associations. An association’s job is to
make your voice heard.
Writing should force you to look at all aspects of an
issue. Recognize other people’s interests and concerns,
and take them into consideration when you write. The
decision-makers have to take everybody’s concerns into

mind, so make sure you do that also. Those that are
self-serving are self-evident and self-destructing. Avoid
them.

Opportunity Times of change are times of

opportunity. As you read the PPACA, look for opportunities as much as you look for problems. Open
the doors to opportunities. “If a door is not locked,
open it” is one of my favorite quotes, usually followed
by “If it is locked, find the key.” Milton Berle, the famous comedian, said: “If there is no door, make one.”
My observation is that, seeing a door, most people
will continue walking the easy path, without making
the effort to turn the handle or find the key. My message is that if you see a potential door (opportunity),
look at it. Go for it.

Pharmacist Opportunities I recently

wrote about pharmacists being primary-care providers. The nation will be searching for primary-care
providers. There are not enough, and training takes
time that we do not have. However, pharmacists are
trained to perform many of the functions performed
by primary-care providers. Hypertension, diabetes,
birth control, coughs, and colds are just a few of the
areas where pharmacists can be primary-care providers. They just need to be given the authority to do
so. We have done it with emergency contraception
and immunizations. It’s time to open doors (or make
them) so these and other services will be available to
the growing population of healthcare receivers.
Authority can be in the form of legislation and/or
agreements with physicians. Many pharmacists have
such agreements authorizing them to manage pain,
hypertension, anticoagulation, diabetes, and other
conditions with the complete prescribing authority
needed to manage these patients. These are just some
of the primary-care functions that pharmacists are
ready to provide. Only two things are needed: the authority and the compensation. Both have been done
and can be done again.

Computer System Opportunities

For years I have believed that if medical practitioners
just spent a few hours in a pharmacy they would
demand systems that do what pharmacy systems do.
Pharmacists know if they are going to get paid and
how much they are going to get paid — before they
waste money on a label, waste drug expenses, or waste
their time, if payment is not going to happen. On the
other hand, physicians, and other practitioners, bill
after the service and/or supply is provided and hope

they will get paid and get paid enough.
Obviously, there is a lot of work involved in enabling
physicians to enjoy the benefits in the pharmacy systems. However, all of the programs are very worried
about getting enough physicians (and other providers)
participating. I think they would be interested in putting together systems that would make life easier for
these providers.

In Conclusion 2013 is going to be a big year

for healthcare. More patients, more programs, changes in the way we do business, and winners and losers.
The winners will be those who watch carefully and
do not let bad things happen. The losers will be those
who do not pay attention and fail to make changes to
respond to the new phenomena. The big winners will
be those who identify and embrace the opportunities
that occur or that they create. CT
George Pennebaker, Pharm.D., is a consultant and past
president of the California Pharmacists Association. He can be
reached by email at george.pennebaker@sbcglobal.net.
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Steps in the Right
Direction for mHealth

A

Brent I. Fox,
Pharm.D., Ph.D.

Bill G.
Felkey, M.S.

quick look back over the last few years will reveal that we have
written about mHealth-related topics like smartphones and apps
several times in ComputerTalk. In general, we both love technology and
enjoy learning about the latest gadgets and what they may mean for us
on a daily basis. The smartphones that we carry today have more processing power than was available in our early laptop computers. While this
rapid advancement is impressive on its own, we find that it offers us the
opportunity and ability to do things faster and easier than before. Of
course, with this rapid rate of advancement, obsolescence is a reality that
we face every day. Fortunately, electronics recycling is readily available in
Auburn, Ala.

If you take a trip back in time to
the early 2000s, you will recall
that there was some concern that
the Internet could largely replace
the need for some healthcare providers because patients could find
the answers and products they
needed online. Well, this did not
materialize.

How fast is mHealth advancing? That question is somewhat difficult to
answer directly, but we can use several data sources to get a better understanding. We know that 85% of Americans have cellphones, and that
31% of cellphone owners used their phones to look for health information online in 2012 (compared to 17% in 2010). Smartphone owners
make up 45% of the U.S. adult population, and 52% of this group has
used their phone to search for health information. So, in general, phonebased searching for health information is a growing activity among U.S.
adults, especially those with smartphones.

text messages. Only 9% reported that
health or medical topics were the focus of
their text messaging activities. For both
activities, women reported higher rates of
usage than men. These data suggest that
consumers are embracing mHealth apps
at higher rates than text messaging.

A Few Facts You likely recognize that searching for information online does not represent the full range of activities that fall under the scope
of mHealth. Use of phone-based apps and texting are two other mHealth
activities that receive a lot of coverage in the press. Looking solely at
smartphone users, 84% reported having downloaded an app of some
kind for their phones (in April 2012). When narrowing the focus of the
app to health or medical usage, 19% of smartphone users reported having downloaded a health or medical app. Turning our attention to text
messaging, 80% of cell phone users have reported sending and receiving
38
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There is another perspective from which
to examine this area: from the app side.
It is difficult to accurately measure the
number of health and medical apps available for smartphones, but some experts
have estimated the number to be close to
40,000. Others have estimated the number of downloads in 2012 to be in the
tens of millions, and revenue estimates
from health and medical apps are around
$1.3 billion. Momentum is clearly push-

ing this market forward. It is worth noting that apps focused
on diet, exercise, and weight loss are currently topping the
popularity charts.

Government Weighs In If you are considering our

advice from a few months ago and are planning to jump into
the mHealth domain with an app for your pharmacy practice, what should you be following? First, continue to turn to
ComputerTalk for the latest news that will impact your practice. Second, we recommend that you stay tuned to the FCC
— yes, the Federal Communications Commission. In June
2012, the FCC convened a diverse group of experts (called the
mHealth Task Force) to identify both challenges and opportunities (outlined at right) for wireless health technologies.
The lists at right are taken from the report. We encourage you
to read the report for greater detail found under each item.
At this point, the impact of the FCC’s report is not known.
However, we believe it is a good sign that the report’s focus is
on methods to advance mHealth for patients and providers. As
the recommendations are implemented, we hope that you will
see their effects in the form of increased access, capacity, and
interoperability.

We anticipate that the FCC’s and FDA’s actions
will help to advance the reach of mHealth such that
it becomes a customary part of healthcare delivery
in this country, including that delivered at the local
pharmacy.
We would be remiss if we did not remind you of the FDA’s
role in mHealth. The FDA has stated that it has “a public
health responsibility to oversee the safety and effectiveness
of a small subset of mobile medical applications that present
a potential risk to patients if they do not work as intended”
(http://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/productsandmedicalprocedures/ucm255978.htm). Accordingly, the FDA has released
expectations for applications that will require FDA oversight
and approval.
If you take a trip back in time to the early 2000s, you will recall that there was some concern that the Internet could largely
replace the need for some healthcare providers because patients
could find the answers and products they needed online.
Well, this did not materialize. We anticipate that the FCC’s
and FDA’s actions will help to advance the reach of mHealth
such that it becomes a customary part of healthcare delivery
in this country, including that delivered at the local pharmacy.
mHealth will be a complement to your practice, not a threat.
We welcome your thoughts. CT
Brent I. Fox, Pharm.D., Ph.D., is an associate professor, and Bill G.
Felkey, M.S., is professor emeritus, in the Department of Pharmacy Care
Systems, Harrison School of Pharmacy, Auburn University. They can be
reached at foxbren@auburn.edu and felkebg@auburn.edu.

Challenges and
Opportunities For
Wireless Health
Technologies
The mHealth Task Force’s report
(found at http://www2.itif.org/2012mhealth-taskforce-recommendations.
pdf) identified six primary obstacles
to the advancement of wireless health
technology:
➤ Lack of access to fixed and mobile
broadband for patients and providers,
especially in rural areas.
➤ Future constraints on broadband due to
increased usage and higher demands
found in health and medical applications.
➤ Maintenance and assurance of patient
safety, privacy, and interoperability
between healthcare solutions.
➤ Current reimbursement models that do not
incentivize use of mHealth tools.
➤ The existing broadband adoption gap
(i.e., the digital divide).
➤ Lack of secure messaging between
disparate health information systems.

As the group responsible for regulating
wireless communications, the FCC will
play a role in the future of mHealth.
Accordingly, the mHealth Task Force
identified steps to address these
barriers:
➤ The FCC should maintain its leadership
role to advance mHealth, including
appointing an FCC healthcare director.
➤ Federal agencies should increase
collaboration to stimulate innovation,
ensure patient safety, and avoid regulatory
duplication.
➤ The FCC should build on existing
programs, linking programs when
possible to expand broadband access for
healthcare.
➤ The FCC should continue efforts
to increase capacity, reliability,
interoperability, and radiofrequency safety
of mHealth technologies.
➤ Industry should continue investments for
innovation and job creation in the mHealth
sector.
January/February 2013
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A New HIT
Patient Safety and
Surveillance Plan

T

he Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC) released its Health IT Patient
Safety Action and Surveillance Plan for public comment
on Dec. 21, 2012. The plan is in response to an Institute of Medicine (IOM) report, Health IT and Patient Safety: Building Safer
Systems for Better Care, that was released in November 2011. ONC
had commissioned IOM to do the report. With HIT being so central to the evolving healthcare system, the Department of Health
and Human Services (HHS) is focusing on health IT and patient
safety. Both reports note that addressing health IT and patient
safety is a shared responsibility among the industry, government,
patient safety organizations, and healthcare providers. Many of the
recommendations may impact pharmacy health IT vendors.
In reviewing published evidence and vendor feedback, the IOM
commission found that certain types of health IT could improve
patient safety under the right conditions, but the conditions were
not easily replicated and required continual effort to achieve. The
IOM report notes that there is a lack of published evidence in
many areas, and addresses that issue through its recommendations.
Both reports note that while health IT can create new opportunities to improve patient care and safety, it can also create new
potentials for harm. Further, the ONC report authors say, “Health
IT will only fulfill its enormous potential to improve patient safety
if the risks associated with its use are identified, if there is a coordinated effort to mitigate those risks, and if it is used to make care
safer.”
The ONC plan outlines proposed actions against the ten recom40
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mendations made by the IOM. The
plan’s Appendix A is a good summary
matching actions with recommendations.
The first recommendation was that HHS
publish an action and surveillance plan
within one year that specifies:
■

The Agency for Healthcare Research
and Quality (AHRQ) and the National Library of Medicine (NLM)
should expand their funding of
research, training, and education of
safe practices as appropriate, including measures specifically related to
the design, implementation, usability, and safe use of health IT by all
users, including patients.

■

The ONC should expand its
funding of processes that promote
safety that should be followed in the
development of health IT products,
including standardized testing procedures to be used by manufacturers
and healthcare organizations to assess
the safety of health IT products.

■

The ONC and AHRQ should work
with health IT vendors and health-

care organizations to promote post-deployment
safety testing of EHRs for high-prevalence, highimpact EHR-related patient safety risks.
■

Healthcare accrediting organizations should adopt
criteria relating to EHR safety.

■

AHRQ should fund the development of new
methods for measuring the impact of health IT on
safety using data from EHRs.

The other recommendations include:
■

The Secretary of HHS should ensure as far as
possible that health IT vendors support the free
exchange of information about health IT experiences and issues and not prohibit sharing of such
information, including details (e.g., screenshots)
relating to patient safety.

■

The ONC should work with the private and public sectors to make comparative user experiences
across vendors publicly available.

■

The Secretary of HHS should fund a new Health
IT Safety Council to evaluate criteria for assessing
and monitoring the safe use of health IT and the
use of health IT to enhance safety. This council
should operate within an existing voluntary consensus standards organization.

■

All health IT vendors should be required to publicly register and list their products with the ONC,
initially beginning with EHRs certified for the
meaningful-use program.

■ The

Secretary of HHS should specify the quality
and risk management process requirements that
health IT vendors must adopt, with a particular focus on human factors, safety culture, and usability.

■

The Secretary of HHS should establish a mechanism for both vendors and users to report health
IT–related deaths, serious injuries, or unsafe conditions. Reporting of health IT–related adverse events
should be mandatory for vendors. Reporting of
health IT–related adverse events by users should be
voluntary, confidential, and nonpunitive. Efforts
to encourage reporting should be developed, such
as removing the perceptual, cultural, contractual,
legal, and logistical barriers to reporting.

■ The

Secretary of HHS should recommend that
Congress establish an independent federal entity
for investigating patient safety deaths, serious
injuries, or potentially unsafe conditions associated
with health IT. This entity should also monitor
and analyze data and publicly report results of
these activities.

ONC has already released a number
of related tools, measures, and
policies, which are outlined in the
plan’s appendices. Further, ONC has
an excellent timeline for action that is
also in the plan’s appendices.
■ The

Secretary of HHS should monitor and publicly
report on the progress of health IT safety annually
beginning in 2012. If progress toward safety and
reliability is not sufficient, the secretary should
direct FDA to exercise all available authorities to
regulate EHRs, health information exchanges,
and personal health records. The secretary should
immediately direct FDA to begin developing the
necessary framework for regulation. Such a framework should be in place if and when the secretary
decides the state of health IT safety requires FDA
regulation.

■ HHS,

in collaboration with other research groups,
should support cross-disciplinary research toward
the use of health IT as part of a learning healthcare
system. Products of this research should be used
to inform the design, testing, and use of health
IT. Specific areas of research include user-centered
design and human factors applied to health IT, safe
implementation and use of health IT by all users,
sociotechnical systems associated with health IT,
and impact of policy decisions on health IT use in
clinical practice.

Readers will note that the recommendations are very
sweeping and will take some time to study and implement. ONC has already released a number of related
tools, measures, and policies, which are outlined in
the plan’s appendices. Further, ONC has an excellent
timeline for action that is also in the plan’s appendices.
Finally, ONC provides a map showing how the plan
will interface between CMS, AHRQ, and ONC.
One area the report and plan do not address is regulation of mobile health application technology. FDA has
released recommendations in that regard. CT
Marsha K. Millonig, R.Ph., M.B.A., is president of Catalyst
Enterprises, LLC, located in Eagan, Minn. The firm provides
consulting, research, and writing services to help industry players
provide services more efficiently and implement new services
for future growth. The author can be reached at mmillonig@
catalystenterprises.net.
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Loyalty Cards as a Way
to Drive Sales

O

ver the many years that we at Pharmacy Healthcare Solutions
Inc. (PHSI) have contributed to the Viewpoints column, we
have written about the need for pharmacies to leverage technology as a way to reduce operating expenses to counter reductions in
prescription reimbursement. Integration of the pharmacy management
system with other systems, such as robotic technology and point of sale
(POS), have decreased operating expenses for chains and independent
pharmacies.
In the May/June 2012 ComputerTalk cover story, “Point of Sale and
Managing the Pharmacy,” we could see how today’s POS systems are
powerful tools for gaining control of a pharmacy’s business. One feature
of the POS system noted in the article was the ability to track a pharmacy’s inventory for controlling expenses. However, your POS system
can also track your customer’s purchases, which could help you increase
revenue.

Where They Started Over 10 years ago, supermarket chains

introduced loyalty card programs. These programs were sometimes called
frequent-buyer programs, akin to the frequent-flier programs used by
the airlines to build customer loyalty. The chains asked the customer to
enroll in the program and gave the customer a card to be scanned at the
POS system during checkout. The chains tracked customer purchases
and used that data to create special offers for customers in the form of
coupons or a reward such as a percentage off the next purchase. The rewards evolved into discounts at the gas pump at participating stations or
free turkeys at Thanksgiving. Eventually, large pharmacy chains entered
the loyalty card arena.
An independent or small chain pharmacy may think creating a loyalty
card program is a daunting task requiring too many resources. However,
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retailers using a POS system may already
have access to the tools needed to implement a loyalty card program. Implementing such a program can provide pharmacies with an easy way to increase sales by
using different tactics to both attract and
retain customers. While some loyalty cards
simply provide a discount to the customer
using the card or the chance to accrue
points toward future purchases, other
programs offer more complex strategies
for driving sales. Some companies use the
cards as a way to generate coupons, create
invitations for member-only sales, introduce new products or services, or arrange
contests with prize incentives for customer
participation.

Card Strategies The intent of loyalty cards is to create financial incentives for
card members, with the expectation that
they will increase their spending in the
pharmacy. Pharmacies can provide these
incentives in one of two ways. First, they
may use a system in which members gain
points for every dollar spent. For example,
a pharmacy customer may earn one point
for every dollar spent in the store, where
each point has a value of one cent. Customers may need to reach a certain point

amount, such as 500 points ($5) before
they can redeem their reward, either on
the current purchase or during a future
visit. The table at right illustrates one
possible reward program structure.

Loyalty Card Structure
Cost of Goods
Purchased

Points Earned

Monetary Value
of Points

A second way to incentivize customers
$4.00
4
$0.04
is to use a discount that only mem$89.86
90
$0.90
bers are able to claim. Pharmacies can
advertise this discount in a variety of
$164.02
164
$1.64
ways, including email to members,
An example of a possible reward structure.
mailers, or prescription bag stuffers.
The discount may be valid on only one
Government Opinion When designing a loyalty
day or during a specified time period. Implementing one
program, be sure to consider regulations for federally
of these loyalty programs in the pharmacy allows customfunded healthcare programs, such as Medicare Part D, and
ers to feel like they are getting a good deal because of their
state-funded programs. In the spring of 2012, a supermarpast patronage, and these programs can precipitate inket chain asked the Office of Inspector General (OIG)
creased spending, since shoppers feel that their purchases
to provide an opinion on its loyalty card program, which
are validated.
would provide gasoline discounts for all customers on all
purchases. One component of the loyalty program inIn order to compete with chain pharmacy and supermarcluded issuing rewards based upon the out-of-pocket costs
ket loyalty programs, independent pharmacies may use
incurred by customers who receive medications through a
their rewards programs in ways that are more creative.
One way is to create member-only events, where cardhold- federal healthcare program. In question was whether this
loyalty program violates the antikickback statute of the
ers are invited to a special party, medication-brown bag
review, or other “exclusive” event. This approach creates a Social Security Act. We suggest you read the OIG letter
and the advisory opinion rendered. These can be found
feeling of exclusivity for loyalty program members, and is
at https://oig.hhs.gov/fraud/docs/advisoryopinions/2012/
a great way to bring customers into the pharmacy when
AdvOpn12-05.pdf. The OIG opinion was rendered for
they would otherwise have no reason for being there.
a specific supermarket chain and a specific part of the
Loyalty programs provide a great avenue to disseminate
loyalty program. It is worth your time downloading and
information to customers and offer an excellent means to
reading. Our recommendation is to seek legal advice to
gather customer opinions. Be sure to include the cusdetermine if your loyalty program can apply to co-pays
tomer’s email address as part of the information collected
and deductibles on prescriptions covered by a federally or
when enrolling customers in the loyalty card program.
state-funded healthcare program.
Email is an ideal way to create a dialog with loyal customPOS loyalty card programs require a focused and perers. Your best customers support your pharmacy, and you
need to stay in touch with them. By using email, pharma- sistent effort to keep the program fresh and engage your
best customers. Data analytics are needed to evaluate
cies can thank customers for their patronage and obtain
customer feedback using surveys, asking questions such as: customer purchases to identify marketing opportunities
and structure new product and service offerings. The
• What additional services would you like
pharmacy must decide if the program requires a card,
us to provide?
or if some other identifier, such as a phone number, will
• What new merchandise would you like to see
be used to track purchases and issue rewards. Whether
us carry?
your pharmacy uses a points system, loyalty discount, or
• Have you talked to our pharmacist about any
member-only event invitations, it is important to keep
medication questions or concerns you may have?
the lines of communication open with your customers.
If not, please call, and we can help you over the
Independent pharmacies are well positioned to use loyalty
phone or schedule a time to meet in person.
cards in a creative fashion, and it is this creativity that will
help keep independent pharmacies competitive with the
Pharmacies may wish to offer a gift-card raffle for those
large chains. CT
who complete the survey. This is an inexpensive way to
involve your most valued customers in market research to Dave Schuetz, R.Ph., and Ann Johnson, Pharm.D., are consulimprove your pharmacy services. The pharmacy should
tants with Pharmacy Healthcare Solutions, Inc., in Pittsburgh, Pa.
notify customers of the survey results and how the store is The authors can be reached at dschuetz@phsirx.com and ajohnson@
phsirx.com.
responding to the ideas presented.
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ASAP 2013
Annual Conference
The American Society for Automation in Pharmacy
held its 2013 annual conference at The Sanctuary on
Kiawah Island, S.C. An excellent turnout was on hand
for the CE-approved speaker program and networking
opportunities.
The speaker program covered a range of topics, from
the technical detail of information sharing standards to
the big picture of corporate culture and the state of the
pharmaceutical market.

s

Pharmacy Healthcare
Solutions’ Don Dietz
brought attendees up to
speed on prescription
co-pay cards.

s

Howard Burde from
Howard Burde Health Law
gave an in-depth analysis
of where we’re headed with
Obamacare.

s
s

From left, Ateb’s Frank Sheppard, Steve Roberts, and
Debbie Sheppard are seen here with speaker Laura Cranston
from PQA, who gave an update on how pharmacy can leverage
Medicare star ratings.

IMS Health’s Doug Long
gave his annual look at the
state of the U.S. pharmaceutical market.

s

Marsha Millonig of
Catalyst Enterprises presented on the mobile technology that’s in demand by
pharmacies and consumers.

Bruce Merrifield of
Merrifield Consulting Group
brought a two-part presentation about how to energize
corporate culture to the
program.

s

Speakers Don Vogt, right, from the Oklahoma Bureau of
Narcotics, and Bob Slaski, center, from Open Networks are
seen here with Rexam’s David Sanford. Vogt outlined the
PMIX national architecture, and Slaski covered the National
Information Exchange Model (NIEM), topics with an impact on
prescription-monitoring programs.
RelayHealth’s
Dr. Summer Kahlon
presented on how
clinically integrated
networks can enhance
the pharmacist’s role
as primary-care
provider.
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Dr. Greg Feero from
the Maine-Dartmouth
Family Medicine Residency
Program talked about the
possible application of the
U.S. Surgeon General’s
Web-based family health
history tool in pharmacy
technology.

Fern Paul-Aviles from
Carolinas Medical Center
Clinic Pharmacies covered
340B programs, with an
emphasis on what’s needed
to be accountable and
compliant.

Conference

circuit

On hand were a good mix of repeat and first-time
attendees representing a broad range of groups, from
pharmacy technology companies, chains, and wholesalers, among others.

s
Attending from Cerner Etreby were, from left, Mike Etreby,
Phil Beck, and John Gedeon.

ASAP members took time at the annual conference to
thank several outgoing board members for their service.
The outgoing board was made up of, front row from left
Tim Hutchison, SoftWriters, and Frank McCree, Carolinas
HealthCare System. Back row from left, Steve Wubker,
Rx30; Mike Podgurski, Rite Aid; Clarence Lea, Lagniappe
Pharmacy Services; and Chuck Welch, Speed Script.
The new ASAP board consists of, front row from left,
Tammy Devine, QS/1, president; Clarence Lea, VP; Fred
Floyd, Costco; and Jim Moncrief, Advanced Pharmacy.
Back row from left: Tim Tannert, SoftWriters, and Chuck
Welch, Speed Script, secretary/treasurer. Lea and Welch
are returning for second terms on the board, as is Tim
Davis from PANTHERx Specialty Pharmacy.

s

Ty Faulkner and Tina
Goodman from Weno
Exchange.

s

s

s

Ron Fine, left, from
CoverMyMeds and Speed
Script’s Chuck Welch.

Craig Schmidt, left, from
Chetu with voiceTech’s Tim
Garofalo.

Andrew Charter, left,
from LDM Group with Speed
Script’s David Dixon.

From left,
Innovation’s
MaryBeth Keesler
and Alecia Lashier
with Wolters Kluwer
Health’s Paul
Johnson.

Emdeon’s Richard
Brook, left, with
Bob Jones from
AmerisourceBergen.

s

Ron Hatfield, left, from
Appriss and Emdeon’s Paul
Hooper.

s

Karl Steele, left, from the
American Pharmacy Alliance
and Supplylogix’s Mark
Wilgus.
January/February 2013
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2012 Speed Script Users
Conference and Tradeshow
Speed Script Pharmacy Management Systems
and Services hosted its biennial Users Conference and Tradeshow at the Hilton Kansas City
Airport Hotel and Conference Center in Kansas
City, Mo., in September. Attendees took part in s Speed Script’s Rich Turpin, right,
fields questions from Jesse Auen, left,
seminars focusing on Speed Script technology
Linda Grimm, pharmacists from
that helps independent pharmacies compete and and
Valley Drug Store.
excel in the market today. Customers also attended CE sessions focused on pharmacy audits,
and had hands-on access to the latest Speed
Script technology offerings, as well as solutions
offered by nearly 30 Speed Script business partner companies.

s

Speed Script’s Chuck Welch,
right, seen here with David
Dixon.

s Speed Script’s Heath
Speed Script’s Jennifer Marshall, left,
pauses for a photo with Kari Pastorek, center, Reynolds and Argosy Group’s
Rayleen Stubbs.
and Beth Wharam, Grafton Drug.
s

RxMedic was
represented by
Shelly Rogers, Tom
Modeen and David
Williams.

s

voiceTech’s Judy Haglund, left, discussed IVR
technology with Denise and David Kerr, Sarcoxie
Pharmacy.

s

Speed Script’s Jonathan Jacobs, left, and Jeff Bockholt, center, with representatives from Eberhart Pharmacy.
From left,
Praeses’
Robert Terrell
and Nova
Libra’s Sean
Sullivan.
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s

Net-Rx was represented by Brad
Becker, left, and Paul Butler.
LDM Group’s
Jay Randolph, left,
with Chuck Harris
from Pharmacare
of Hardin, Inc.

People

talk

 QS/1 has announced that Lindsey Williams joined

 Emporos has announced two new hires. Robert

Prior to joining QS/1, Williams was a sales
executive for Lighting Charts in Woodlands, Calif., and before that he worked
for Cardinal Health, where he was named
Consultant of the Year in 2008 and given
the Cardinal Cup Award for independent
pharmacy. At Cardinal he served as a consultant for
physician office solutions, focusing on electronic health
records, and as a pharmacy operations sales consultant for
Cardinal’s Margin Suite.

Antista most recently served as director
of administration for Mechanical Systems
& Services, a mechanical services company based in Charlotte, N.C. He earned
a B.S. degree in business administration
from Florida Atlantic University and a law
degree from the Samford University Cumberland School
of Law.

the company in the capacity of strategic account executive
for the Western region. He is based in Kent, Wash.

Lindsey holds a B.A. degree in business administration
from the University of Washington and an M.B.A. from
the University of Phoenix.
 Heather Martin has joined SoftWriters as VP of

sales and marketing. Her introduction to
the pharmacy profession came 18 years
ago when she went to work for Cardinal
Health, where she was responsible for
sales for the company’s Southwest region.
Her most recent position, prior to joining
SoftWriters, was with Parata Systems, where she served as
regional VP for LTC sales and strategic partnership.
Martin holds a B.S. degree in economics from the University of South Dakota.

Antista joined the company as COO, and Rich
Rubenstein will head up business development.

Rubenstein brings to the company more
than 35 years in marketing and sales, most
recently as membership coordinator for the
Retail Solutions Providers Association in
Charlotte.
Rubenstein is a graduate of Rider University in New Jersey, with a B.A. degree in journalism.
 Dr. Phil L. Samples has joined Innovation as VP

of government and professional services. He has over 30
years of pharmacy management, clinical pharmacy, and
pharmacy benefits management in the federal government
and retail sectors. Prior to joining Innovation, Samples
was a VP for Truven Health Analytics, a leading provider
of sophisticated healthcare analytics and extensive clinical
referential services. In 2010, he retired after 27 years of
service, with the rank of colonel, from the United States
Air Force. CT
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It’s about...

Discover the pharmacy network
that works for you.

Your Partner in Pharmacy Excellence
Improving your pharmacy’s financial and operational performance is hard.
RelayRx™ Reimbursement Performance can help make it easier.
Whether you need to automate prior authorizations, improve reimbursement
accuracy, participate in REMS or be an advocate for lowering medication costs
for your patients, Reimbursement Performance can help.
Contact us today to learn more.
Call 888.743.8735 or via email at pharmacy.connections@relayhealth.com

For more information,
scan this QR barcode
with your smart phone.

